
Bose QuietComfort®45 heaphones
BUILT FOR ALL-DAY LISTENING



BOSE QUIETCOMFORT®45 
HEADPHONES

You feel it the minute you put them on. The 
soft, plush cushions seal you in. Then you flip 
the switch and whoosh — the world fades. And 
the music starts. The original noise cancelling 
headphones are back, with better quiet (plus the 
new Aware Mode), shockingly light materials for 
premium comfort, and proprietary acoustic tech-
nology for deep, clear sound. It’s an icon reborn. 
Bose QuietComfort® 45 headphones. 
The perfect balance of quiet, comfort, and sound. 

Product Features:

High-fidelity audio

Quiet & Aware Modes

All-day comfort

Lightweight yet durable

24 hour battery life

Clearer calls

Charge via USB-C®

Strong, reliable wireless connection with 
Bluetooth®

Iconic quiet. Comfort. 
And sound.



Hear and be heard
like never before.

BOSE NOISE CANCELLING
HEADPHONES 700

Bose Noise Cancelling Headphones 700 deliver 
everything you expect - and things you never 
imagined possible. You can tap into the Google 
Assistant with the single touch of a button or 
access the world of Amazon just by saying, Alexa. 
An unrivaled microphone system hears your com-
mands with unmatched accuracy and makes your 
voice sound crystal clear on calls - even in noisy 
environments. Choose from 11 levels of noise 
cancellation that range from eliminating noise to 
bringing in ambient sound so convincingly it’s like 
you’re not wearing headphones at all.

Product Features:

Astonishing sound

Simple touch controls

Built-in voice control

Controllable noise cancelling

Premium design and comfort

Up to 20 hours battery life per charge

Unrivaled voice pickup

Reliable Bluetooth®  connectivity



BOSE QUIETCOMFORT® EARBUDS

These sleek, wireless earbuds are designed with 
breakthrough acoustic innovations and the world’s 
most effective noise cancelling. Together, they 
produce crisp, clear audio and rich, deep bass over 
a bed of virtual silence - so you can hear all kinds 
of details that typically get lost. Whether it’s for 
music, videos, or podcasts, you’ll enjoy a truly 
compelling listening experience - from truly 
wireless earbuds.

Product Features:

World-class noise cancelling

Secure and comfortable.

Simple touch controls.

Clear calls.

Play, store, charge — repeat.

Up to 5 hours of battery life.

Rule the quiet.


